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Abstract - Currently derived from advances and technological
developments can have Input-Output devices ever better able to store
more information. The use of the disks of the nodes of a cluster as
global storage system is an inexpensive solution for a cloud
environment. The need for the available of information from
anywhere is increasing; this represents a problem for many users
who use applications such as databases, media, personal file,
documents, etc. The I/O data demands of these applications get
higher as they get larger. In order to improve performance of these
applications can use parallel file systems. PVFS2 is a free parallel
file system developed by a multi-institution team of parallel I/O,
networking and storage experts. In this paper we present the design
of an implementation for cloud environment for able to store and
back up data through using remote servers that can be accessed
through the Internet. The implementation aims to increase the
availability of data and reduce in loss of information.

Microsoft and others have built their own infrastructure to
provide the user with a public cloud, this type of cloud is
maintained and operated by third parties not related with the
organization, for this reason, both the processes and data of
various clients are mixed on servers, storage systems and other
infrastructure of the cloud. For companies that need high
confidentiality and data security, an option are private clouds.
This type of cloud is a good alternative. Management is
carried by a client that controls which applications should run.
Servers, network, and storage devices are the property of the
organization. So they can decide which users are allowed to
use the infrastructure. There is one more type of cloud is
known of hybrid models combine public and private clouds. In
this model it owns and shared portions other in a controlled
manner.
A network model where the data is backed up and stored by
using an internet connection on remote servers is known by
the name of cloud storage, generally are hosted by third
parties. Hosting companies operate large data centers, and
people who require their data to be hosted buy or lease storage
capacity from them. The data center managers often use
virtualization to reserve resources according to customer
requirements and expose them as storage spaces to store files
or data objects. Physically, the resource can extend along
multiple servers and multiple locations. The safety of the files
depends upon the hosting companies, and on the applications
that leverage the cloud storage.
Many applications work with large amounts of data that need
to be loaded or stored on disk, for example, database, media,
personal files, etc. To improve performance in disk access
computers in the mid to high range are used I/O systems based
on SAN (Storage Area Network, Fig.1 (a)). But taking into
account the extent and use cluster in order to improve the
performance/cost are also being used file systems that take
advantage of the storage nodes in the cluster (Fig. 1 (b)). This
prevents the system cost SAN. Among these file systems that
allow applications to see how the whole storage system
consisting of disks of all nodes in the cluster, are Lustre [3]
and PVFS2 (www.pvfs.org). Both are parallel file systems ,
that is, multiple nodes can allow parallel access to the same
file and a node can access multiple pieces of a file
concurrently. They achieve this by distributing a file across
different disks. PVFS is a free parallel file system for Linux,
now in its second version (PVFS2) that allows taking
advantage of the commodity disks that already exist as an
integral part of each node in a typical low-cost cluster. PVFS
can stripes files over all the I/O servers to increase data
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays due to the growth of technologies, we have
different services and applications that allow users to perform
tasks that improve productivity in their daily activities.
However, the need to access any time and / or from a remote
site has grown from a theoretical proposal a genuine need. This
has given rise to seek alternatives to solve this problem. One of
the alternatives is known by the term cloud computing; cloud
computing can be defined as that service (software, platform or
infrastructure) located on the Internet and is accessed from a
mobile device or desktop computer, giving users a wide variety
of applications (databases, middle office software, storage,
etc.). The most recent and accepted standardized definition of
Cloud Computing is the one by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) [1]: “Cloud computing is a
model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on demand network
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources
(e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that
can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud
model promotes availability and is composed of five essential
characteristics, three service models, and four deployment
models.”
Others are more specific: “A Cloud is a type of parallel and
distributed system consisting of a collection of inter-connected
and virtualized computers that are dynamically provisioned and
presented as one or more unified computing resources based on
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) established through
negotiation between the service provider and consumers” [2].
Some Internet service providers like Google, Amazon AWS,
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bandwidth in parallel program. This option avoids the need for
expensive SAN.

(a)

the others, and sync across multiple devices or management of
files and backups via smartphones. So far, some features of the
application-level cloud and the benefits to be gained by paying
for them have been mentioned. But it is important to know
how to actually manage the backup and storage of files within
the input / output. Currently there are file systems for cloud
environments [9,10, 11]. Panzura CloudFS file System [9] is a
file system developed from nowhere to provide integration
with cloud and NAS environments. It offers functionality
transparent to users, as everyone can see the same file from
any location. It also allows data sharing, without having to
delete the original file. Cloud File System Oracle [10] is a file
system for private cloud environments, designed to manage
general purpose file store outside of an oracle database across
multiple operative system platforms with one management
interface. Too it´s tightly integrated with the automatic storage
management features of the oracle database. BlueSky[11], is a
file system for a cloud environment; BlueSky uses four types
of objects for representing data and metadata. These objects are
aggregated into log segments for storage. BlueSky provides
standard POSIX file system semantics, including atomic
renames and hard links. Also uses 32 KB blocks instead of
typical disk file system size like 4 KB to reduce overhead. One
objective of this work is to develop a multiplatform
application that serves as storage and backup environment in
the cloud, we selected as a file system PVFS2 for our cloud
environment; to be free and open source, we have the freedom
to use and modify according to our needs. It also offers
availability, flexibility and overall great performance when
writing to or reading from the I/O servers. In the following
section describes details PVFS2.

(b)

Figure 1. (a) SAN file system configuration. (b) Virtual file system by
aggregating the capacity and bandwidth of the commodity disks that exist
as an integral part of the nodes of a cluster.

In this work, we propose a cloud environment to backup and
store data on a private cloud using PVFS2 like file system for
storage data in order to increase the performance of these
applications. This option allows input / output parallel, so that
will reduce the access times to data. On the client-end, a
multiplatform application is developed using free software that
allows data transfer fast and simple way. Notably, one of the
advantages of this implementation is that it can reuse existing
infrastructure (servers, cluster, and other devices) to reduce
costs, becoming an advantage compared to having to deploy a
private cloud from nowhere.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes
related works. Section 3 describes the relevant aspects of the
second PVFS version and Section 4 discusses a cloud
environment for backup and storage data. Finally, Section 5
presents the experimental results and Section 6 summarizes the
results and future work.
II.

RELATED WORKS

Cloud Computing and cloud storage have become the
preferred method for delivering information and online
functionality. While some cloud services focus on providing
consumers a wide range of services and functionalities. Others
provide cloud storage to consumers for free or charge some
type of subscription-based fee[4,5,6,7,8,] for example
Windows Azure [4], is an open cloud platform in a global
network of data centers run by Microsoft. Let’s compile
applications in any language, tool or framework for integrate
your public cloud applications. However, as many of the
solutions of this type have a considerable cost. Dropbox [6], is
a file hosting service operated that offers cloud storage, file
synchronization, and client software. Dropbox allows users to
create a special folder on each of their computers, which
Dropbox then synchronizes so that it appears to be the same
folder (with the same contents) regardless of which computer
is used to view it. Some of them have a few more features than
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A node can be configured as a metadata server, a data server, or
both at once.
Fig. 3 shows the modules and layers of PVFS2 [14]. The
client applications can communicate with the PVFS2 interface
by using different kind of user-level interfaces (Kernel-VFS,
MPI-IO) or by using the PVFS system interface. This interface
layer provides functions for manipulating the file system and
hides internal details from the user. The layer also employs a
namespace cache (ncache) and an attribute cache (acache) for
lookup and getattr operations, respectively, to avoid repeated
server requests. A request from the users starts a dedicated state
machine that processes the request in small steps. The state
machines launch operations that are executed and controlled by
the Job layer, which is an interface to the lower layers (BMI
and Trove). Larger I/O operation data are directly transferred
by the Flow layer (Fig. 3). BMI (Buffered Message Interface)
is the network interface. It can use different communication
methods, such as TPC/IP, Myrinet, Portal or Infiniband[12].
Data servers and Metadata servers use Trove layer to store data
in disks. The Trove module stores metadata in Berkeley
databases and data in Unix files. Three important differences
between the first and second versions of PVFS are the metadata
caches (acache and ncache) and the client and server state
machines that execute the system interface requests. For
instance, to create a file, there is a state machine at the client
and a state machine at the server. The state machines perform
the corresponding request through a sequence of steps that
execute an operation according to the results of other steps. In
order to implement the data caches some of the state machines
have been modified. PVS2 stripes files over the multiple data
servers.

Figure 3. PVFS2 software structure

III.

PVFS2 OVERVIEW

The Parallel Virtual File System project is a multi-institution
collaborative effort to design and implement a production
parallel file system for HPC applications [12], [13]. The second
PVFS version, PVFS2, is an extension of the first one that
improves modularity and flexibility among modules, and
provides a strong integration with MPI-IO. The components of
a distributed file in PVFS are: N chunks of file data, one
metafile with file attributes, and one directory entry. PVFS
stripes a single file across the I/O or data servers. Each file will
have N datafiles, one on each data server, with a chunk (several
stripes) of the data in the file. The 64 bits descriptor used to
refer a datafile is a datahandle. The list of all the datahandle of
a file and its attributes are maintained in a metafile on a
metadata server. Metafile has also a metahandle that represents
it. The parent directory of the file can be on another metadata
server. PVFS2 distinguishes three different components as it is
shown in Fig. 2.

IV.

1) Data servers or I/O servers constitute the PVFS store
subsystem. In order to calculate the available store space
the system first determines the available space in each data
server and then it multiplies the smallest obtained value by
the number of data servers.
2) Metadata servers store all the metadata information of the
PVFS namespace files (metafiles).
3) Clients or processing nodes that access the file system
through one of three application programmer interfaces
(APIs): a kernel Linux module that allows access through
the Linux virtual file system (VFS) with the POSIX I/O
API; a user-space library that provides access through
what it is called the PVFS system interface (pvfs2lib); and
a high level library, MPI-IO.
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DESIGN A CLOUD ENVIROMENT

In our designed private cloud for backup and data storage will
develop and implement an application that automatically
synchronizes all information backed up or stored by the user in
the virtual folder to the cloud. In the cloud environment,
physical folders were located on a mounted disk space PVFS2
servers (/mnt/pvfs2/user). PVFS2 stripes files over the multiple
data servers. By default, it uses round-robin (RAID 0) and
blocks of 64 KB. Each data server stores the blocks of a PVFS
file in a local Linux file, called datafile. An I/O operation can
interact with multiple data servers to read and write a chunk of
data. The application is cross-platform and will synchronize
with one or more user-defined devices (laptops, desktop
computer, smartphone, tablets, etc.). Access to the data from
the devices or be controlled web browser by validating user
credentials (username and password). Some features that will
be able to manage from the client program and is made through
a desktop application are:
• Synchronize folder or change the time of
synchronization. It's really interesting to allow the
user to establish at what point you want the data to be
sent to the cloud, so you can avoid network
congestion.
• Create or delete user credentials.
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•

can decrypt the store in user defined space.

Change communication ports.

The client application will also have the ability to create,
delete and replace directories and / or files from encrypted byte
streams received and / or requested from the server application.
This application will have desktop interfaces that allow easy
management of preference. Such as folder synchronization,
sync time setting, access credentials management, defining
connection parameters. Although our application is currently
being developed for PC (fig 5); form design is thinking of
using a touch screen, this to get the resources we already offer
several models of laptops and computers all in one that are on
the market today, also, in the future to facilitate the migration
of this application to a mobile operating system like Android.

The management server for the application will be through a
web interface. Using this interface you can manage users,
change communication ports, routes data storage, backup
creation and loading.
A. Programming language and integrated development
environment (IDE)
The development of the application is made in Java
programming language, object-oriented and designed to work
in networks, which also has two Oracle compilers, the official
compiler of Oracle JDK and OpenJDK community (supported
by Oracle) licensed under the GPL, also has various integrated
development environments (IDE), the most used we find
NetBeans IDE in which work and which was developed by Sun
Microsystems now known as Oracle and released under GPL.
Other IDE is Eclipse, developed by the Eclipse Foundation and
released under EPL license. Created without any profit by a
consortium of companies led by IBM.
Both are IDE's multiplatform and compatible with other
programming languages, should be noted that such applications
allows source code refactoring, which speeds the development
of applications.
B. Operation client application
The client application will make a flush of all files and
directories that are in the folder defined for synchronization
along with their metadata (name, size, last modification date
and location).as it is shown in Fig. 4. So you may have the
following cases:

Figure 4. Sending information from the client to the
server program

1) Customer: If the local file date is less than or does not
exist in the local folder proceeds to download a copy of
the file to the local folder synchronization, if marked as
deleted proceed to delete the file from the folder in user
the cloud.
2) Cloud: If the file does not exist in the folder defined in
the cloud or have a modification date less than the
current, we proceed to replace the file from the cloud
by the latest client version.
The obtaining information from the files and folders will be
made using the File class in Java. Communication and
information sent between applications will be made through
Sockets using the classes in the java.net package using TCP.
files will be serialized and sent as strings of bytes, tentatively
such byte strings encrypted with DES1 encryption methods or
TDES2. This to offer more security and privacy tools files are
sent to the cloud, once these byte streams reaching the server
Figure 5. Desktop Interface

1

DES (Data Encryption Standard, Data Encryption Standard) is an
algorithm originally developed by IBM at the request of NBS
2

Triple DES algorithm is called triple DES encryption ago. Also known as
TDES or 3DES, was developed by IBM in 1998
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We used the benchmark Interleaved or Random (IOR) to
evaluate the performance of PVFS2 and EXT3 (Fig 7 and 8).
The results for PVFS2 were obtained with the following
settings: 1 metadata server, 1 I/O server and one client, using a
striping unit 64MB and different size from 4KB up to 64 MB
which reads and writes. This file is stored on a server rather
than being distributed on different servers.

C. Operation server application
The server application will contain one thread per user,
provided by the Thread class in Java, which through Sockets
application will contact the client with whom share data and
metadata, depending on the rules described in the previous
section. The application server will receive data and metadata
as strings of bytes encrypted the decrypt, write, replace or
delete as applicable, and also send data and metadata in
encrypted byte streams to the client application. This
application will also feature a web application which can view
and download the files in the directory of each user, and simple
steps can make the user account, and update personal
information and password. Metadata that will keep are: file
name, size, path, last date modified, deleted mark, this
information is stored in a MySQL table. View in Fig. 6.

ReadPVFS
2
Readext3

WritePVFS
2
Writeext3

Figure 6. Description of client and server applications

V.

Figure 7. Bandwidth PVFS2 VS Ext3 Read and Write

In the executions with Ext3, the client accesses the local file
system, thus no remote access. In contrast, in the executions
with PVFS2, the client accesses a remote server. As can be
seen with PVFS2 accesses for both writing and reading show
significant penalty versus local accesses (Fig. 6 and 7). In the
results shown in the figures are not reflected in the penalty
involves disk access because the access size does not exceed
the size of the cache of the local file system. The presence of
the cache is reflected in the fact that the bandwidth obtained
with ext3 exceeds peak bandwidth hard drive (100 MB /s). The
size of the cache that is used in the local file system depends on
the amount of memory available on the server. In testing the
servers just serves the client requests are not running any other
applications. In these implementations have shown that the disk
cache used is 1 GB. As the amount of memory used, it reduces

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results have been obtained in a small commodity cluster
with eight nodes:
•

•

2 AMD Athlon MP 2400 + (actual frequency 2 GHz
and 256 KB of L2 cache), 2 GB of main memory and
ST380011A IDE hard drive (7500 RPM , 100 MB / s
peak transfer rate) in seven of eight nodes and
ST373307LW SCSI disk ( 1000 RPM , 320 MB / s
peak transfer rate , 59.9 MB / s of sustained bandwidth
) in the external connection node.
A Gigabit Ethernet switch 3COM 4900
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the disk cache, for example, if applications running on the
server which occupy 70 % of the main memory to the disk
cache is reduced to 225 MB, and if you occupy 80 % is
reduced to 106 MB. However, to obtain good performance
requires access to different servers which parts of the file store.
For these results we use the following settings: 1 metadata
server, 2 I/O servers and a variety of customers from 1-4, using
a striping unit of 64KB. The test has changed the size of the
files that are read and written from 4KB to 64MB. It should be
considered when interpreting the results in the readings are
accessing data that have previously been written and therefore
benefit these readings as the writings of the cache that includes
the local file system.

Read PVFS2
10.0000
1.0000
0.1000
0.0100
0.0010
File Size (KB)

1 Cliente_
Striping64k
2 Cliente_
Striping64k
4 Cliente_
Striping64k

Figure 9. Latency PVFS2 VS Ext3 Read with multiples clients

Write PVFS2
1.0000
ReadPVFS
2

0.1000

Readext3

0.0100

0.0010

Figure 10. Latency PVFS2 VS Ext3 Write with multiples clients

Write
PVFS
2

VI.

Write
-ext3

CONCLUSION

The experimental results show the superiority that exists on a
local file system compared to a parallel file system where data
is accessed remotely. However, PVFS2 improves results
thanks to the implementation of different I/O servers, thereby
reducing the difference in performance between PVFS2 and
EXT3. This will justify the proposal to implement file system
PVFS2 for a cloud environment for backup and data storage.
The aim is to obtain better performance with the inclusion of
PVFS2, because it decreases the data access latency, reducing
network traffic and the data is distributed across different I/O
servers. This allow data be distributed rather than be
centralized, preventing complete loss of data. Also in the
future we may use implementations made by Camacho and
Nieto [15, 16] in order to further improve its performance and
fault tolerance.

Figure 8. Latency PVFS2 VS Ext3 Read and Write

As shown in Figures 9 and 10, the implementation of a larger
number of servers time access to data is reduced with respect to
the implementation of a single server. This is due to the
distribution of data across multiple servers, allowing to access
parts of the file parallel. Better still is the fact that it allows to
manage in a file different customers because each of them can
manage a part of the file, so further increasing parallelism
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File Size (KB)

1 Cliente_
Striping64k
2 Cliente_
Striping64k
4 Cliente_
Striping64k

Finally this implementation is being developed in order to
give users the experience of implementing and managing a
private cloud environment that facilitates the backup and data
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storage, using infrastructure already available or low cost.
Avoiding payment of fees or memberships required to contract
this service.. This allows full control of those who access the
information, so maintaining the confidentiality of the data.
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